I. INTRODUCTION
Lower end of the EM spectrum is highly congested as wireless networks operating in the unlicensed ISM band at 2.45 GHz and 5 GHz are extensively used for transmitting large amounts of data including high-resolution images and high-definition-videos. In fact, the mobile data traffic is growing exponentially which cannot be sustained much longer over the existing wireless infrastructure hence the inevitable need for 60 GHz band that will enable multi-gigabit per second transmission with low latency.
The 60 GHz band offers an enormous unlicensed bandwidth and its exploitation will deliver significant benefits for existing wireless communications networks and will enable a diverse range of new wireless products and services envisioned for Internet-of-Things (IoT) and fifth generation (5G) mobile systems. This means transmission of uncompressed video, which is almost an "impossible mission" in the current microwave bands has become possible. However, propagation of millimeter waves can easily be impeded by physical objects like buildings and trees, which can therefore degrade the system performance. This can be avoided by using beam steering antennas. In radar systems phase shifters are typically used to control the direction of the main beam, however these components are lossy and expensive at millimetre-wave. An efficient and economical way to accomplish beam steering is by using leaky-wave antennas (LWA), which have been investigated extensively for applications including imaging [1] and automotive radar [1, 2] . LWA are guiding structures on which a travelling wave propagates but leaks out of a radiating aperture [3] . They are a class of travelling wave antennas where the aperture extends over several wavelengths; the longer the aperture, the narrower is the radiation beam. LWAs present several advantages that include (i) simplicity of design since no feeding network is needed; and (ii) capability of frequency scanning of the radiating pattern. LWA based on composite right/left-handed (CRLH) was first demonstrated in [4] and have been shown to provide beam scanning from backfire to endfire [5] [6] [7] . Such antennas include vias and/or interdigital structures to realize CRLH-TLs which introduces design and manufacturing complexity to the antenna that has an impact on cost. Hence, despite considerable progress being made in the development of LWAs there is still room for innovation and improvement in terms of the following parameters: (i) wider beam-scanning; (ii) reduction in reflection-coefficient and side-lobe level (SLL); (iii) greater directivity, radiation efficiency, and gain; (iv) smaller physical footprint; and (v) reduced design/manufacturing complexity.
In this paper, a novel wide area beam-scanning LWA design is presented for millimeter-wave applications. The antenna design is based on conventional planar microstrip integrated circuit technology and the concept of composite right left/handed transmission-line metamaterial methodologies [8, 9] . The resulting LWA has a small physical footprint and relatively large beam-scanning from -35 o to +34.5 o over its operating frequency of 55 GHz to 65 GHz. The proposed LWA is compact with dimensions of 18.7×6×1.6 mm 3 . Gain and radiation efficiency variation of the LWA over its operating frequency range are 4.3-7.8 dBi and 55.4-84.2%, respectively.
II. CRLH-TL LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNA

A. Fundamental Metamaterial Structure
Left-handed transmission line can be realized by cascading together unit cells such as the one shown in Fig. 1(a) comprised of a T-shape electrical circuit constituted from series capacitors and shunted inductor. This is a dual circuit of a conventional transmission line, shown in Fig. 1(b) . In reality it is not possible to realize a purely left-handed transmission line as the parasitic effects of the capacitors and the inductor in Fig.  1 (a) results in a combined behavior resulting in the so-called artificial composite right/left-handed transmission lines (CRLH) [10, 11] . A pure left-handed transmission line (LH-TL) can support backward waves [12] . The propagation constant of the LH-TL is ( ) = −1/ √ , where and are the inductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively. Its equivalent permittivity and permeability are both less than zero. Hence, the equivalent refraction index is less than zero as well, which confirms its left-handed nature. With this ideal structure it is possible for radiation to backfire. However, in the case of a conventional leaky-wave antenna, i.e., right-handed transmission lines, the antenna radiates in the forward directions that is limited by the nature of conventional transmission lines. In reality, the LH-TL structure is a composite of right/left-handed transmission line (CRLH-TLs). The propagation constant is therefore = √ − 1/ √ , where and are the series inductance and shunt capacitance per unit length, respectively [13] . A CRLH-TL is dominant LH mode while < 0 , RH mode while > 0 , and with infinite wavelength while = 0 [14] . varies from negative to positive with the increase of frequency. This property is exploited here to realize a leaky-wave antenna based to enable the antenna to radiate from backfire to endfire direction [15] .
B. Proposed Antenna Structure
The proposed LWA comprises 3×9 array of square slots etched on the top-side of the dielectric substrate board and the bottom-side of the substrate is the ground-plane, which is loaded with Π-shaped and T-shaped slots, as shown in Fig. 2 . The antenna is excited from one end and is terminated with a matched 50Ω load on the other end. The 3×9 array was optimized to achieve beam-steering from an angle of -35 o to +34.5 o . By loading the ground-plane with Π-and T-shaped slots results in enhancement of the antenna's effective aperture. This modification to the antenna structure improved its impedance bandwidth and radiation properties, i.e. gain and efficiency, without increasing its physical dimensions as will be shown later. This is because the ground-plane slots essentially form a partially reflective surface that increases the value of the attenuation constant of the leaky-mode causing radiation. The radiated power through the slots is determined by the interference of waves partially transmitted through the partially reflected surface. The proposed LWA was designed and manufactured on a standard commercially available printed circuit board dielectric substrate FR-4 having dielectric constant of r = 4.3, loss-tangent tan = 0.025, and thickness of h = 1.6 mm.
Simplified equivalent circuit model of the unit cell constituting the antenna shown in Fig. 3 was deduced from [16] where the square slots in the top layer essentially are capacitive in nature, and the slots in the ground-plane act as capacitive iris. This circuit approximates to a typical CRLH structure. The antenna in Fig. 2 can be approximated to a slotted waveguide. The signal launched from the connector travels towards to load in the x-direction. The wave leaks from the slotted structure gradually. This causes the radiation from the antenna to have a narrow beam which is highly directive. EM-fields in the upper space leaked from the slotted structure in the xz-direction assuming the general time dependence as e jωt are defined by:
For lossless media, kx = βx is the propagating constant along the +x direction, and kz = αz is the propagating constant along the +z direction (αz is also a positive real number). Phase constant is defined as βx = /vp, where vp is phase velocity. The relationship between the kx and kz can be written as [4] 
Where k0 is the wavenumber in free space. When the wave velocity is faster than the velocity of light (or βx < ko), the beam scanning angle  in the xz-plane can be determined by:
At the resonance frequency the magnitude of , , and of the circuit in Fig. 3 were determined from the dispersion graph of the proposed CRLH-TL structure. This was obtained by applying the boundary conditions related to the BlochFloquet theorem, i.e.:
Where p is the periodicity of the ground-plane slots [4] . The unit-cell depicted in Fig. 3 is characterized by impedance Z and admittance Y. The series right-hand (RH) inductance is denoted by LR, and the shunt RH capacitance by CR. The phase relation is obtained by substituting Eqns. (5) and (6) into Eqn. (4), i.e.
Fig . 4 depicts the phase of the LWA based on the proposed CRLH-TL as determined by HFSS™ and using Eqn. (7). This shows the leaky-wave range of operation lies between the two air-lines from 55-65 GHz. In this region, the phase of the CRLH-TL is less than that of the free-space ko, and therefore the wave progressively leaks out as it travels along the line. From the dispersion curve, the left-handed property is observed from 55 GHz to 58 GHz as the phase velocity is antiparallel to the group velocity. From 58 GHz to 65 GHz, on the other hand, the right-handed property takes place where the phase velocity is parallel to the group velocity. Fig. 4 also shows the normalized attenuation constant which is almost flat across 55-65 GHz and determines the radiation efficiency and beamwidth.
Electrical size of the CRLH-TL structure was reduced by increasing CL, LR and CR. This was accomplished by modifying the dimensions of the structure. This was done by using the optimization technique available within HFSS™ which led to the final dimensions of the antenna given in Table I . Magnitude of the unit cell LC elements given in Table II were retrieved by approximate analytical expressions. Broadside radiation from a unidirectional leaky-wave antenna is generally a challenge. The technique employed here to close the stop band existing around broadside frequency and to optimize radiation based on [17] . This was achieved by using unit cells comprising series and shunt resonators. When the resonant frequencies of the series and shunt resonators are made equal, a closed stop band is achieved. LWA's simulated and measured reflection coefficient response when loaded with and without groundplane slots are shown in Fig. 5 . When the slots are applied to the antenna, its impedance bandwidth increases due to increase in the number of resonance responses.
LWA without ground-plane slots have an impedance bandwidth of 8.4 GHz for S11<-10 dB from 56.2-64.6 GHz, which corresponds to a fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 13.9%. In addition, antenna resonates at one frequency of 59.45 GHz. By loading the antenna with slots on its ground-plane the antenna's impedance bandwidth increases to 10.9 GHz in simulation case from 54.5-65. 4 GHz with FBW of 18.18%. The measured impedance bandwidth is 10 GHz from 55-65 GHz with FBW of 16.66%. In this case the antenna resonates at three resonance frequencies of 1 = 57 GHz, 2 = 60 GHz, and 3 = 62 GHz that are exhibited in Fig. 5 .
Parameter study on how the antenna length affects gain and efficiency performance is shown in Fig. 6 . In Case I, the antenna length (Ls + Ss) is 1.7 mm; in Case II, the antenna length is 3.4 mm; and in Case III, the antenna length is 5.1 mm. Results reveal that both the gain and efficiency are enhanced with increase in antenna length. This is because by increasing the antenna length the effective aperture of the antenna is correspondingly increased [18] . Optimum gain and efficiency are observed at 62 GHz, where the gain has been increased from 8 dBi to 10 dBi, and the efficiency from 87.9% to 95%.
Gain of the antenna was measured using a standard anechoic-chamber. The set-up consisted of a transmitting horn antenna located at the focal-point of the reflector, which converted the spherical waves to plane waves toward the antenna under test. Standard comparative method was used to determine the antenna gain. The radiation efficiency was calculated by taking the ratio of the gain to the directivity (i.e. η = G/D). Directivity was determined by measuring the halfpower beamwidth of the antenna in the H-plane (HPBWH) and in the E-plane (HPBWE). Directivity was then calculated using the equation D = 10log10 [4π/(HPBWH×HPBWE)] [19] . Fig. 6 . Gain (G) and efficiency (E) frequency response of the proposed LWA as a function of antenna length. In Case I, the initial antenna length is increased by 1.7 mm; In Case II, the antenna length is increased by 3.4 mm; and in Case III, the antenna length is increased by 5.1 mm.
Simulated and measured gain and radiation efficiency of the antenna at several spot frequencies over its operational frequency are plotted in Fig. 7 . It is evident that over this frequency range the antenna's simulated gain varies from 4.6 dBi to 8.0 dBi, and its measured gain varies from 4.3 to 7.8 dBi. The simulated efficiency varies from 59% to 87.9%, and its measured efficiency varies from 55.4% to 84.2%. These results show good agreement between the simulation and measurement. Maximum measured gain and radiation efficiency of 7.8 dBi and 84.2%, respectively, are obtained at second resonance frequency of 62 GHz. Minimum gain and radiation efficiency of 4.3 dBi and 55.4%, respectively, are obtained at 55 GHz. Fig. 8 shows how the power delivered to the 50 load varies over 55 to 65 GHz when the LWA is excited at its input with 0.178W. The measurements show the power over the load varies between 0.01W to 0.16 W and is minimal at around 60 GHz. Considering the electrical size of the Π-and T-shaped slots on the bottom side of the substrate, it is therefore not surprising that radiation from the bottom is considerably attenuated as is evident in Fig. 9 . This is because the resonant frequency of the slots is at much lower frequency than the operating range of the LWA. The results also demonstrate that the proposed LWA design with capability of beam-steering from -35 o to +34.5 o can be used for various applications especially for short-range radar, airport body scanners, and remote sensing in cars. The proposed antenna is compared with other recent LWAs in Table III . Compared to other millimeter-wave leaky-wave antennas operating in a similar frequency range [20, 22] , the present work exhibits a larger scan angle and larger fractional bandwidth but has a lower gain performance due to its shorter aperture length. The efficiency of LWA in [20, 22] is unspecified. The high radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna of 84.2% at 62 GHz is attributed to the excellent impedance matching (see Fig. 5 ), where the reflection coefficient is around -30 dB at 62 GHz. The excellent impedance matching here has achieved even though we used a cheap dielectric substrate (FR-4) with loss-tangent of tanδ=0.025 at the millimeter waves [23, 24] . Fig. 9 . Simulated and measured E-plane (xz-plane) and H-plane (yz-plane) backward to forward radiation patterns of the proposed beam-steering antenna at (a) 55 GHz, (b) 60 GHz, and (c) 65 GHz.
III. CONCLUSIONS
A novel leaky-wave antenna design has been demonstrated in practice. The planar antenna is designed using composite right/left-handed transmission lines metamaterial methodologies. The proposed antenna is compact with dimensions of 18.7×6×1.6 mm 3 and offers wide beamscanning over an angle of -35 o to +34.5 o over its operating frequency from 55 GHz to 65 GHz. The measured gain and radiation efficiency variation of the LWA over this frequency range are 4.3-7.8 dBi and 55.4-84.2%, respectively. The antenna is low profile, lightweight, and inexpensive to fabricate in mass production.
